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Leaping into the Year of the Rabbit, Mastercard delivered 
strong Q4 and FY2022 financial results. But such momentum 
doesn’t happen in silos. These results reflect what we’ve built 
with our customers and partners. In this edition, we explore 
facets of how we’ll navigate the road ahead together while 
staying true to our mission to power economies and empower 
people. From championing inclusivity via our Australian Open 
sponsorship, to helping businesses make sense of economic 
headwinds and China’s reopening, to traversing the metaverse, 
we’re forging a future that serves everyone, everywhere.

A WARM WELCOME

https://s25.q4cdn.com/479285134/files/doc_financials/2022/q4/4Q22-Mastercard-Earnings-Release.pdf?et_cid=160022&et_subid=20401170&et_mid=6344858


AO: Serving Consumers, 
Customers & Community
As seven-time payments partner of the Happy 
Slam, we celebrated the Australian Open 
by using it as a catalyst to connect people 
and businesses through secure and inclusive 
technology, and passion for the sport. An AO 
Pride Hub, Mastercard x MYER Match in the 
Mall, hundreds of Priceless Surprises, and more 
kept fans’ spirits high while partners joined our 
forum to explore technological convergence, 
and how it will transform much of our world. 
Championing inclusivity on and off the court, we 
debuted blind and low vision tennis in honor of 
Touch Cards touching down soon in Australia!

GRAND SLAM  

More on this →

https://click.mastercard-email.com/?qs=fbb95bf2ec99a2803cb001c40f06e9dfe181ffead152258271122a80fb813548c473fc3ff8d88443e86582bc2508433f7e1cec0fc78bd25d
https://click.mastercard-email.com/?qs=a25fc6663f72ddff70ee468c59621d71ac9905566a170ad0c68d523b21214dadcc0099f62e14f00820d3035e48b5c5ba25a0e5d133acaf0a
https://click.mastercard-email.com/?qs=a25fc6663f72ddff21fde79f84ebb580fc3c65eb7bdde2db407a2fad5a301126106a3e85b5fea8ea1349abc85f9f16b4a2c831fe2c614f1f
https://www.priceless.com/ao2023?et_cid=160022&et_subid=20401170&et_mid=6344858


Webinar: Unpacking 
China’s Travel 
Recovery
As volatile market conditions persist, 
Mastercard’s economic and industry 
experts explain the macroeconomic 
dynamics, consumer spend and 
travel trends, and how organizations 
are embracing strategic data-
backed decision making to optimize 
performance. The bright spot? 
The rising tide of China’s highly 
anticipated travel recovery is set to 
make waves worldwide.

THINK TANK

Watch on-demand →

https://www.mastercardservices.com/en/reports-insights/events/building-resilience-amidst-economic-uncertainty-business-experimentation?et_cid=160022&et_subid=20401170&et_mid=6344858
https://www.mastercardservices.com/en/reports-insights/events/building-resilience-amidst-economic-uncertainty-business-experimentation?et_cid=160022&et_subid=20401170&et_mid=6344858


Interactive Report: 
Demystifying the 
Metaverse
While its commercial opportunities 
and most fully realized version 
are still coming into focus, the 
metaverse’s immense potential 
could recalibrate the limits of  
what’s possible, redefining work  
and play, education, commerce, 
travel and beyond. How are 
technologies converging to bring 
it to life, and what new business 
models could emerge?

THINK TANK

Explore Mastercard Signals →

https://view.ceros.com/mastercard-labs/metaverse-mastercard-signals/p/1?et_cid=160022&et_subid=20401170&et_mid=6344858
https://view.ceros.com/mastercard-labs/metaverse-mastercard-signals/p/1?et_cid=160022&et_subid=20401170&et_mid=6344858
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